A gallery for d ist inc t iv e fine art
Located in beautiful Cherry Creek North, Masters Gallery
encompasses the finest traditional and contemporary artwork
alongside impressive sculpture. This elegant space showcases a
remarkable collection of established regional and international
artists. Experience a modern space that boasts a little something
for every type of art collector.
Work with professional Art Consultants that are committed to
providing private and corporate clients with an amazing fine art
experience. Ask about viewing art on approval in your space,
custom framing, commissions and complimentary installations.
Interior designers are welcome.
Masters Gallery hosts several exciting Artist Receptions
Masters Gallery

throughout the year. These events are open to the public and are

Cherry Creek North

a wonderful way to experience new works by exceptional artists

2616 E. 3rd Ave.

while getting to meet them in person.

Denver, CO 80206
With new artwork arriving each week, Masters Gallery is an
(303)221-2449

ever-changing visual feast that will leave you wanting more.

mastersgallerydenver.com

Discover the absolute joy of fine art collecting!

“ Discover

the absolute joy of fine art collecting!”
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A Letter from Elizabeth
Greetings from Cherry Creek Now Magazine
In this letter I would like to share with you why I
have done this magazine for the past 13 years
and why I will continue to do so for as long as
possible! With all the growth, it’s plain to see
that Cherry Creek North is quickly evolving;
expanding on the foundation set by truly classy,
locally-owned businesses that raised the bar
so very high all these years with quality and
personalized service. It’s these shop owners and
residents in this community who inspire me to
represent them in this publication all these years.
As we welcome new businesses and residents, it
remains important to support the trailblazers who
made this community so great.
Cherry Creek North is 16 blocks of the most
amazing restaurants, boutiques, art galleries,
high-end services, real estate, banking and
financial institutions, but most of all REAL PEOPLE.
Out of the 250 businesses in the district, 75% are
locally owned and operated. There are many
that have been around for many years and
plenty of new ones popping up.
If you ask people why they chose Cherry Creek
North most of them will say there is not another
place in the country quite like it. The neighborhood feel in these 16 blocks has something for
everyone. With the Neighborhood evolving
into a mini metropolis there are more and more
people moving into the area on a weekly basis.
Many are in walking distance, just another perk
to living in this incredible district.
Shopping local is the most important thing to
remember to keep this Neighborhood vibrant,
booming and so unique. Yes, there are con-
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veniences of shopping online, but nothing can
replace the customer service and attention that
each and everyone receives when they walk in
the door of a local store here.
Want your favorite picture or art piece customframed? Cherry Creek Framing owner Lisa Tyler
will make sure you love every minute of picking
out the perfect frame for the finished product.
And where else can you find a one-of-a- kind
gift item but from Show of Hands, with Katie and
Mandy hand-picking items from start to finish to
make your gift truly special. Stop by Hermitage
Books and ask Bob if you can get your favorite
book signed by the author. These people and
businesses are what make this neighborhood
so special and will continue to as long as we
SHOP LOCAL!
The upcoming summer months will be filled with
so many festivities this year, from the Cherry
Creek Arts Festival, to the Sidewalk Sale. For more
information go to the Cherry Creek North website
CherryCreekNorth.com and find out when your
favorite store is having a trunk show or a restaurant is having a special wine pairing dinner.
Speaking of wine, don’t forget The Vineyard always has a wine tasting on Fridays and Saturdays!
As you can see, each of these individual, independently owned places have a special place
in the Neighborhood, SO GET OUT AND SUPPORT
THEM! You are lucky to be a part of a place like
no other!
Have a Wonderful Spring,
Elizabeth Hamilton, Publisher/Editor
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CHERRY CREEK

Businesses in Cherry Creek North Reflect
on Success while Embracing Change By Sarah Neumann

Spring is here. Change is in the air.
In Cherry Creek North, that feeling of change
is palpable. Six major construction projects
are slated for completion in 2018, adding 201
hotel rooms, 236 residences, 110,000 square
feet of office space and 50,000 square feet of
new or renovated retail space.

“I love the changes. There are
some great new places that
have opened in the area.”
Allie Perkins, owner of Heloise

“I love the changes,” says Alli Perkins, owner of the haute couture
children’s boutique, Heloise. “There are some great new places
that have opened in the area, like Perch or A Line, but then we still
have our older staples like Max and Garbarini that have been here
forever.” While new development will bring new storefronts, there
are still plenty of familiar faces.

Profile Photos by Sarah Neumann
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EV LVING
“We chose to locate in Cherry Creek North 24 years ago when we
were walking around and saw all the families,” says Beth PalentSaper, co-owner of the children’s shoe store, Little Feet. “Now we’re
fitting a lot of second generation, so a lot of the kids who came to me
are now coming to me with their babies. That’s really wonderful.”

Marshall Miranda owns Bombay Clay Oven which has been turning out mouth-watering Tikka Masala since 1997. “They say restau-

“After 24 years we are now
fitting a lot of second generation.”
Beth Palent-Saper, co-owner of Little Feet

rants derive 70% of their revenue within a three-mile radius of their
location. We’ve been so lucky that 75% of our business is from loyal
customers.”

Businesses like Little Feet and Bombay Clay Oven are more the
norm than the exception in the district. Of the 250 retailers in the
area, 70 percent are independently owned and operated. This intimacy has bred a strong sense of community.

“We’ve been so lucky that 75% of our
business is from loyal customers.”
Marshall Miranda, owner of Bombay Clay Oven
cherrycreeknow.com :: 11

CHERRY CREEK EV LVING
“This is a thriving and welcoming district,” says Julie Underdahl,
President and CEO of the Cherry Creek North BID. “Patrons are
loyal, and businesses truly support and value each other here. We
see a lot of collaboration.”

Since 1977, The Artisan Center has been a fixture on the corner of
3rd and Detroit. While talking over the store’s half-open barn door

“Since 1977, The Artisan Center
has been a fixture... It’s the
definition of community.”
Alex Nielsen, co-owner with staff
at The Artisan Center

entrance, co-owner, Alex Nielsen, agrees. “Years ago, this place
was a drugstore. We still have the original floors, which are around
100 years old. This door has helped us keep that corner drugstore
mentality of “come on in, look around.” It’s the definition of community…and of Cherry Creek North.”

Great neighborhoods also come with a history. Over 50 years ago,
Lemon Saks built and opened Saks Galleries on 2nd Avenue. “He
really wanted a structure that was solely devoted to fine art,” said
the gallery’s current co-owner and daughter-in-law of Lemon Saks,
Catherine Saks. “Once complete, this was then the only building

“50 years ago, Saks Galleries was
the only building between the
coasts built specifically to be an
Perch Denver
art gallery.”
Catherine Saks, co-owner of Saks Galleries
12 :: cherrycreeknow.com

between the coasts that was built specifically to be an art gallery.”

Today, Cherry Creek North is home to over 15 galleries which
regularly host art walks and artist meet and greets. In fact, signa-

ture events are one of the ways Cherry Creek North sets itself apart
from other areas. From district-wide sidewalk sales, food and wine
festivals and large-scale arts festivals, a strong pulse of activity can
always be felt.

With a walk score of 95, Cherry Creek North is also known for
being the most walkable district in Denver. “The foot traffic here is
awesome,” says Kathy Knight of Crepes ‘n Crepes as a cook pours
Nutella over a delicately folded crepe behind her. “Our front patio is
our biggest draw. People always want to walk over and eat outside.”

Looking around Blue Island Oyster and Seafood Bar at patrons
happily slurping “Naked Cowboy” oysters, owner, Sean Huggard,

“It’s really exciting to be a part
of the growth and development–
to see it all coming together”
Sean Huggard, owner of Blue Island
Oyster and Seafood Bar

imagines what’s to come. “There’s a lot happening in Cherry Creek
North. It’s really exciting to be a part of that growth and development—to see it all coming together. We’re about to have an influx
of new residents and I can see them crowding around our bar at the
end of a long day.”

With an appreciation of its dynamic successes and an eye toward an
exciting future, Cherry Creek is truly EVOLVING as it builds on its
legacy of a bright, shining destination spot for those near and far.
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Men’s style tips
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Lighten up your look this spring
by ryan wagner

3 EASY TIPS TO DRESS SHARP

Our beautiful blue Colorado sky seems even more blue and more

and don’t rush to put your sweater away

expansive this time of year. And with it, comes a welcome rise

Even as a Colorado native, I’m consistently astonished

in the mercury and a desire to dress a little lighter, both visually
and practically. Here’s how to improve your Spring style for
2018.

by just how wild our temperature swings can be [fun fact:
Denver’s most extreme temperature swing over a 48 hour
period occurred in February of 1951 with an incredible
change of 80 degrees!]

Have fun with some color,
even if only a little
In the winter, we tend to bundle up with earth tones and textured
fabrics. On the other hand, summer is an opportunity to go
more casual and really let the blues and teals and fun pastels
shine. With Spring being a season of transition, it’s the perfect
opportunity to introduce a little color here and there.

Be prepared by keeping those snow tires on the car for just
a little longer and by keeping your coziest sweaters nearby.
But stick to cardigans such that you can easily ventilate or
remove altogether as the day warms. Layer over a lightweight
cotton dress shirt, perhaps a green plaid or gingham if you’re
not warming up to the yellow vibe.

Your necktie and pocket square are great places to start, but
don’t forget about your socks and even dress shoes [two-tone
saddle shoes make for a great Derby Day outfit]. Muted tones
of lavender and blue are thoughtful sartorial nods to the warmer
weather on the horizon. And if you’re up for trying something
different this year...

add a little yellow
While bright sunflower yellow is always an appropriate look
for Spring, it can be too bold for a lot of guys. Instead, try
something in more of a mustard yellow. A thin merino or
cashmere sweater will do the trick.
Pair with your favorite tweed sport coat on those cool mornings
and days when there’s a Spring snowstorm on the forecast. Add
a pocket square with just a touch of color and call it good.

“Spring in Colorado

Introduce a little color here and there, but don’t put those sweaters away!”

BMC’S NEW REAL ESTATE PROJECTS
IN CHERRY CREEK
Anyone who has visited Cherry Creek of late can see that changes are afoot.
A Denver-based real estate investment company specializing in the development,
acquisition and management of properties across various asset classes
and geographies, BMC Investments is heavily invested in the Cherry Creek
neighborhood and has plans for future projects.

Halcyon Hotel

“We believe that Cherry Creek North is the premier luxury destination in Denver for
locals and visitors alike and we are committed to maintaining its authenticity and
history while helping its redevelopment into the future,” said Matt Joblon, Chief
Executive Officer of BMC Investments. BMC has developed or is in the process of
developing over $500 million in projects, all in the Cherry Creek neighborhood and
all playing a large part in transforming Cherry Creek real estate.
The Steele Creek luxury apartment project set a new standard for residential living
and brought the Matsuhisa restaurant to the area. Before BMC’s Halycon Hotel
opened, Cherry Creek had not seen a new hotel in its neighborhood in more than
13 years and the hotel’s restaurants, Departure and Quality Italian, are enormously
popular and highly acclaimed. More recently, BMC added another hotel into the
Cherry Creek mix with the opening of The Moxy Hotel, Marriott’s disruptive hotel
brand which is aimed at a younger, millennial audience not typically associated
with the Cherry Creek hotel scene.
And those are just the projects that are already open.

Moxy Hotel

This spring, BMC will open its St Paul Collection, the most luxurious residential
rental opportunity the Denver area has seen to date. On the ground floor, St Paul
Collection will house SoulCycle as well as CB2. BMC also has an office project
under development at Second Avenue and Detroit Street, which will become the
company’s new headquarters, and they recently acquired the Inn at Cherry Creek,
which will soon be transformed into something entirely new and different.
In addition, BMC owns two other large sites in the neighborhood: an 18,750 square
foot site at 240 St. Paul with 100,000 buildable square feet; and a 37,500 square foot
site at 242 Milwaukee/Cherry Creek Square Assemblage with 200,000 buildable
square feet. For both sites, BMC is determining what Cherry Creek real estate will
need when this current round of development is complete, which will guide the
development plans.
“The evolution of Cherry Creek has been 30 years in the making and we’re finally
seeing the bulk of those plans become reality,” said Joblon. “Cherry Creek has long
been a really unique and special neighborhood in Denver. The redevelopment
that is happening now is only going to make it more special – a true walkable
neighborhood that is a national – and international – destination. And we’re
honored to be able to play a role in all of that.”
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Pure Gold

Kirkland Museum of Fine &Decorative Art
by Corinne Brown

Few museums anywhere showcase fine and
decorative art together under one roof. You’ll
find most of them in the capitals of Europe. So if
you’re wondering what Denver has in common
with Paris,Vienna, and Berlin, to name a few, it’s
the Kirkland Museum of Fine & Decorative Art, a
stunning home to 19th and 20th century international
examples of both genres.

Recently re-opened in its new location at 1201
Bannock, the stunning building by Jim Olson of
Seattle-based Olson Kundig architects entreats the
visitor. Its brilliant, yellow tile-clad façade highlighted
by gold-leaf covered glass bars previews the polished
terrazzo floors and eclectic galleries of an elegant

Photo Left: “The Energy of Explosions Twenty-Four
Billion Years B.C.” (1978) by Vance Kirkland

interior. A building worthy of its superb collections,
the 38,500 square-foot space displays International

Photos by: Wes Magyar

Decorative Art, Colorado & Regional Art, and of
course, the artwork and studio of the museum’s
cherrycreeknow.com :: 27

The new structure offers a much needed opportunity to exhibit objects, furniture,
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K i r k l a n d M u s e u m o f F i n e &D e c o r a t i v e A r t

professor, Vance Kirkland, 1904-1981.

“We rotate works,” said Hugh Grant,

The artist was a man with a passion

the Museum’s founding director and

for collecting, as well as a deep

curator. “That way there’s always

understanding of the importance of

something fresh.”

applied and decorative art.
Longtime Denverites will thrill at works
For fans of the museum since its

by some of Colorado’s artistic legends

opening in 2003 at 13th and Pearl, (the

from the Fifties and Sixties, with sculpture

site of Kirkland’s original studio) the

and paintings reflecting the era of the

ambitious move of the old building onto

Broadmoor Art Academy, and various

the new site in 2016 was a celebratory

other art movements from Realism and

and historic feat. The final relocation

Impressionism through Pure Abstraction.

into the new structure in 2017 offered

Many artists included are still among us,

a much needed opportunity to exhibit

such as Elizabeth Yanish Shwayder,

objects, furniture, and fine art from the

Robert Mangold and Tracy and Sushe

ever-expanding permanent collection.

Felix – all testament to a living history.

To date, that inventory comprises some
30,000 works by more than 1000 artists
and designers. Currently, around 5500
pieces are on view.

and fine art from an ever-expanding collection.

1201 Bannock Street, Denver, CO 80204 303.832.8576
kirklandmuseum.org | Tues-Sat 11AM-5PM, Sun 12-5PM

Photos: Top left: Modern Italian Room, Above right: Jansson Arabesque Chair
Lower photos from left: Modern Vignette Room, Bianconi La Donna Vase,
Art Deco Vignette Room, Ruhlmann Table and Chairs
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the

Looks this

that will

by michael moore

The Looks this Season are a direct reflection of the warming
spring weather leading us into the splendor of summer. The focus
is a lot of bright glitter and all that glows and gleams.

The eyes have it with a trend to fit all comfort levels, Bright,
Opaque shadows, in any shade imagined. The Opaque shadows
are seen sharing the lid with a combination of vibrant sheer
colors. Glitter has once again stole the show, being applied near
the lashes and towards the brows.

A few things to remember this season, the skin is all about a
Glossed over look. Gloss and Glisten, Healthy, Radiant, Glowing
skin has crossed over to the “Wet Look”. Super Shiny foundations
and heavily glossed lids and lips are the keys to turning up
the shine. Depending on the skin tone, Opalescent and Bronze
highlighters are strobed on cheekbones, forehead and eyelids.
This whole look can be mimicked with Moisture-rich foundations
and highlighters. This is a look that is amazing for the Colorado
climate, ultimately to give you an amazingly youthful look.

Michael Moore is the founder of Moore for Life
which supports your journey in self transformation.
mooreforlife.com | 303.956.0311
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SKIN CARE TIPS & TECHNIQUES

Season

make you glow
THE CAT EYE
The true scene stealer on the cat walks this season was the cat
eye. Tiny wings neatly smudged on the outer corner to a thin and
heavily painted wing which reminds my clients of how much
they enjoy liner. If you get any variation of the cat eye going this
season you will be totally on trend this season!

THE CLASSIC SMOKEY EYE
The season shows you how to easily turn from day into night
with a dreamy smokey eye. The classic look was brought into
the light by dusting gold shadow into the corner of the eye and
finished with a sprinkle of glitter.

LIPS, A KALEIDOSCOPE OF COLOR
The true scene stealer on the cat walks this season was the cat
eye. Tiny wings neatly smudged on the outer corner to a thin and
heavily painted wing which reminds my clients of how much
they enjoy liner. If you get any variation of the cat eye going this
season you will be totally on trend this season!

Please join me for a make up lesson this season to make sure you know what is
truly right for you; making sure you get so much moore from your make up.
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Providing

individualized

therapeutic bodywork
to increase mobility &
decrease discomfort.

Many people today who suffer from discomforts of injuries, aging or degenerative
conditions are disappointed in options available to help them. From traditional
medications, invasive surgeries, treatments from one-size-fits-all or hands-on
therapists and franchised type massage, pain can still persist. But there is another
option available. In my practice I specialize in unique, custom-tailored sessions
designed around each client’s individual needs to help eliminate aches and pains.
Orthopedic physical assessments at the beginning of the session help to identify
the exact parts of the body that are generating the problems and then targeted
techniques are used to correct the issues. No rote, generalized routines or time
spent on “fluff” techniques to irrelevant parts of the body. Each session practices
the use of pinpointed, clinical therapeutic bodywork for all muscles, bones, joints,
organs, nerves and connective tissues (fascia) that have directed effects to improve
function, increase mobility and decrease discomfort.
My interest in this started after a childhood diving accident left me with compression
fractures of 2 vertebrae where I started to develop pain through my entire back.
Even after a decade of medical and chiropractic care my pain continued to
worsen. As a last ditch effort, I tried massage to find relief. The therapist I saw
followed a routine that didn’t address my individual needs. While I did get some
relief, I felt that even without any training I could do a better job. That started my
passion to find and master the most effective modalities from the finest practitioners.
I have dedicated myself to mastering and integrating the most effective techniques
to bring relief and help people heal. I have spent over 5000 hours in training and
countless sessions over the last 19 years with the single goal of becoming the best I
can at helping others heal their pain.

Please contact me to
schedule an office or in-home
appointment.

303-875-2429

tdudreycmt@gmail.com
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I’ve spent 15 years as senior faculty at a massage school teaching what I’ve
learned in basic and advanced programs. I also teach seminars internationally for
AnatomyTrains.com and OrthopedicYogaTherapy.com, where I developed the
therapy manual and direct the anatomy department. I am a Certified Massage
Therapist, an Advanced Structural Integrator and Franklin Method Teacher. I have
studied with experts and founders in multiple disciplines MAT, Rolfing, Visceral
Manipulation, the IAOM-US, Trigger Points, Craniosacral, P-DTR, Z-Health, Facial
Rejuvenation and many others. I hope to have the opportunity to help you with your
body’s needs.
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